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I want to start by wishing everyone a belated happy 

New Year – I hope you had a relaxing and peaceful 

break with family and friends. I also hope you feel     

excited about 2020. This is a year that could bring much 

opportunity for many of us.  

However, before I talk more about 2020, I would like to 

say a few words about last year. I am delighted to    

confirm that we achieved, indeed surpassed, our       

targets for 2019. The second half of 2019 was extremely 

busy for us - we had overtime work in the factory for 14 

consecutive weekends! I want to extend a big “thank 

you” to our employees, particularly in the factory and in 

transport, who went above and beyond to ensure that 

our customers received their frames on time. 

Other highlights of H2 2019 include our continued   

commitment to our Corporate Social Responsibility 

agenda. We organized a number of events to raise 

funds for charity, from “Christmas jumper days” to 

“international coffee and cakes” gatherings. I am       

delighted to confirm that we raised £8,500 for Action 

Cancer in 2019 and £1,500 for other charities—£10,000 

in total. 

Another important event for us was the launch, after 

much demand from our customers, of the dark base on 

our “grey on grey” profile. This development is making 

this colour even more popular with customers and             

consumers.  

In 2020 our greatest challenge will be to continue to 

improve our productivity. The government policy of 

significant increases in the Minimum Living Wage,    

combined with pressure on all of our input costs,      

demand that we take decisive action in order to remain 

competitive. Therefore, we are reviewing many of our 

suppliers to ensure we have fair input costs. 

I am also excited to confirm this will be a year of         

significant investment for Dessian. We believe in our 

industry and we believe in our business… and we are 

prepared to invest accordingly. Over the last 6 months 

we have visited several manufacturing facilities in     

Turkey, Germany, Switzerland and Great Britain as part 

of a process of reviewing our infrastructure needs. 

Starting in 2020 we will be significantly upgrading our 

factory, so watch this space!  

Finally 2020 is likely to be the year in which a new 

settlement with the EU will be agreed. Whilst much  

uncertainty remains, I believe opportunities will always 

be available for businesses that focus on strong          

customer service and keep a tight grip on costs.  

I would like to finish by saying thank you for your      

business – we very much appreciate it. I hope you have 

a very successful year. 

Onwards and upwards! 

Jorge 

Jorge Lopes (Managing Director) 



PRODUCTION 
There is a lot more to manufacturing PVC frames than meets the eye. 

Stephen Thurley talks about what’s involved from initial orders 

through to the delivery of our frames across Ireland and GB. 

Stephen Thurley, Production Manager 

“Orders come in to Dessian via our Sales and Customer Services departments who will process them on Business 

Micros — the in-house software that converts the order to enable our machines to start manufacturing. This part of 

the process is key to avoiding problems down the line, so our experienced team will check for mistakes and liaise 

with the customer if there are any special requirements. 

The order is then transferred into production where our Stores department will deliver 

the type of profile and gear required into the factory. The saws will automatically cut 

the profile to the required length and it will then travel down the production line, 

through welding and corner cleaning, to form the basis of the product. Afterwards, it 

will be transferred to the Fitting department where our skilled operatives will drill and 

attach the correct gearing. 

Once the product is complete, it will be checked by Quality Control to ensure it is      

working correctly and meets customer specifications, before finishing up in Despatch 

ready to be loaded for delivery. The production process normally takes 5 days from 

start to finish, but this can vary depending on demand. 

Our Transport department will then manage deliveries across Ireland and GB using our 

own fleet of vehicles and drivers. All frames are colour coded depending on their         

destination and we have targets to reach for OTD (on-time deliveries). 

However, the production process doesn’t always run smoothly and problems will occur. 

Some of these are out of our control e.g. supplier issues, customer demand, Brexit! We 

also must manage daily challenges including stock control and absenteeism, human    

error and so on. 

We are constantly looking at ways to mitigate these issues and to improve our service. 

We would ask our customers to help us by: 

 Ensuring orders are accurate  

 Utilising Satellite or Dessian order forms  

 Stick to order cut offs (this is important all year around and not just during holiday periods) 

 

Note that Customer Services can easily set up your preferred specifications on our system to help simplify and 

improve order accuracy.  

 

We look forward to working with you all again this year and we hope that it is a prosperous one for us all!” 

 

Watch the video on Dessian’s manufacturing process on our homepage—

www.dessian.co.uk 
 



NEW TRAILER COMPANY NEWS 

This brings our transport fleet to the following: 

 8 x 40’ trailers 

 5 x tractors units 

 5 x 18T trucks 

 7.5T truck 

 3.5T van 

Sean Robinson, Transport Manager comments “The new trailer forms part 

of our plan to expand the business and to reinforce our position in the 

market. It was an essential investment for the company and it is going to 

improve our deliveries by increasing flexibility and efficiency.” 

Dessian has expanded its fleet once again to include a new 40’ trailer to cover deliveries to GB.  

Dessian has a very low level of customer complaints but we are pleased to   

report a 30% reduction over 2019.   

Lee Dempster, Customer Services Manager       

welcomes the news: “I am delighted that the 

number of complaints reduced during this period. It is part of our BSI process to      

record, monitor and act on complaints to ensure we are maintaining high levels of 

customer service. We will continue to strive  to ensure this downward trend            

continues in 2020. If we do the same next year, we will be hitting Carlsberg          

standards!” 

Dessian would like to reassure customers that all complaints are taken seriously and 

are recorded on our CRM system before the appropriate action is taken to rectify the 

problem as quickly as possible.  

Lee is always keen to identify ways to improve our customer service. If you would like him to contact you, please 

email: lee@dessian.co.uk 

CUSTOMER SERVICE COMPLAINTS DOWN 



MEET THE TEAM— ANN VINCENT, SALES ADMINISTRATOR 

Ann works in Customer Services. Let’s find out a little bit more 
about her... 

1. How long have you worked for Dessian? 

Over 30 years. I was a teenager when I started so I have seen lots of changes. 

2. What other roles have you had within the company? 

I worked in the Conservatory department at the start of my career.  My role 
has evolved over the years and I now process the Satellite orders. 

3. What is your favourite part of your job? 

Being appreciated and getting positive feedback is always good - I try my best!   
I also enjoy talking to customers and helping to sort out any ordering issues 
that they might have. 

4. What is your least favourite part? 

Feeling under pressure! Sometimes there is not enough hours in the day. 

5. If you could live anywhere, where would it be? 

Fiji, it’s about as far away from everything as you can get! 

6. What is your biggest fear? 

Losing someone close to me, heights and spiders. 

7. Describe your ideal holiday in 2 lines. 

I have travelled around Asia and Australia which were both great holidays. But I would love to go to Italy to see the 
Colosseum and Pompeii. 

8. If you won the lottery what would you do with the money? 

Buy a big old house and, while it was being renovated, travel the world and stay in luxurious hotels. After making 
some charitable donations I would spend, spend, spend! I could fill my day doing all the hobbies I never find time to 
do  - I would need to win big! 

9. What really makes you angry? 

Rudeness, injustice, cruelty to children and animals, crimes against the elderly, inconsiderate parking, I could go on... 

10. Finally – what is your favourite karaoke song? 

Dancing Queen - Abba 

Ann Vincent, Sales Administrator 

MARKETING MIX NEW BROCHURE 

Dessian’s new brochure is now available and 

we are delighted with the feedback! 

We have had many enquiries from customers.  

If would like a PDF version emailed to you to 

view, please contact Sarah Drysdale —

sarah@dessian.co.uk 



DATES FOR THE DIARY 

CORPORATE SOCIAL                           

RESPONSIBILITY 

Our fundraising efforts included a Marathon 
Team, a Football Match, an International Coffee 
Morning as well as a Christmas Jumper Day.  

We were delighted to present a cheque to    
Action Cancer this month. This will be used to 
support local people and families suffering from 
cancer. 

Dessian has begun working on its CSR schedule 
for 2020. We plan to support a range of        
charities with a focus on mental health. 

Dessian raised a fantastic £8,500 during 2019 for local 

charity Action Cancer and £1,500 for other charities.  

DESSIAN                          

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Dessian’s impact upon the environment is still one of our top    

priorities in 2020. Read more about our goals for the year ahead: 

2020 objectives: 

 Consolidating the water, office heating and paper savings achieved in 2019 

(38%, 35% and 40% respectively) 

 Seeking additional energy savings in the Belfast factory by better management 

of high energy machines such as welders  

 More prompt maintenance of the compressed air systems to reduce leaks and 

to save electricity 

 Increase energy saving in Dessian Scotland by replacing the electric heating 

system and replacing the existing lights with LED fittings. These changes     

combined will give an annual CO² saving of 12 tonnes! 

 We also plan to extend our “300 year old window strategy”—watch this space 

Upcoming holidays to note are: 

Easter:   Friday 10th and Monday 13th April  

May Day:  Friday 8th May 

July:   Monday 13th and Tuesday 14th July 

Order cut-offs and 

delivery dates will 

be sent to you 

nearer the time 

L-R: Sarah Drysdale, Stephen Sproule, Rab Barrow, Lucy McCusker 

(Action Cancer), Paul Irvine, Jorge Lopes, Michelle Mandipira, 

Kieran Matthews, Michael Pokladecki 


